MATERIAL AND METHODS
Cell culture and transfection 116 All cell lines used are listed in supplementary table 1. They were cultured in DMEM low 117 glucose medium (1g/l) supplemented with 10% FBS no longer than 20 passages. They 118 were mycoplasma tested every 3 months and authenticated during the course of this 119 project. Cells were subjected to 1% or 0.1% hypoxia for the periods specified in each 120 experiment using an InVivO2 chamber (Baker).
121
Transfection of poly I:C (P1530, Sigma) was performed in Optimem reduced serum 122 (11058021, Thermo Fisher Scientific) medium for 6h unless it is otherwise indicated. 123 Lipofectamine 2000 (11668019, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used following the 124 manufacturer's instructions. 125 Western blot and Methods detailed in Supplementary materials. 127 IFN bioassay 128 Performed as previously described (23) and detailed in Supplementary Materials. 129 Single Cell sequencing and analysis 130 Samples were prepared and analysed as previously described (26) We also observed a decrease in the expression of several genes associated with the DNA 164 sensing branch (IFI16, TMEM173 [encodes STING], DDX41 and MB21D1 [encodes 165 cGAS]) in MCF7 cells exposed to hypoxia. Next, we investigated the expression of a 166 number of well described ISGs(27) . This revealed a clear subpopulation of cells in which 167 ISGs were downregulated following exposure to hypoxic conditions, e.g. DDX58, IFIH1, 168 STAT1, STAT2, IFIT1, IFIT3 or MX2. In contrast, HIF1α targets such those involved in HIF1α in suppressing them. However, in hypoxia, STAT1 and RIG-I levels were reduced, 229 indicating a HIF1α-independent mechanism to further regulate them maybe compatible 230 with residual HIF2 effect.
231
Poly I:C in both cell lines in normoxia induced IRF3, pIRF3, IRF7 and pSTAT1. This 232 induction was higher in MCF7-HIF1α-KO cells, apart from pSTAT1, which was still 233 induced but to lower level than the MCF7-WT cells ( figure 5A ).
234
The effect of poly I:C in hypoxia was attenuated for all the above proteins to similar 235 residual levels in both cell lines, which excluded HIF1α as the main mechanism.
236
Higher IRF3, pIRF3 and IRF7 induction in MCF7-HIF1α-KO than in MCF7-WT 237 suggested a possible increase in IFN production. Using the supernatant from these cells 238 to treat 3C11 cells as described above, there was no ISRE activation in normoxic 239 supernatants from WT or MCF7-HIF1α-KO at basal level. For both, ISRE activation was 240 similarly increased by poly I:C in normoxia. However hypoxic MCF7-WT supernatant 241 caused a significantly lower ISRE stimulation and this decrease was not noted for hypoxic 242 MCF7-HIF1α-KO supernatants which triggered significantly higher ISRE activation than 243 MCF7-WT ( figure 5B ).
244
IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 expression was determined and they were significantly 245 downregulated in MCF7-WT cell in hypoxia compared to normoxia. Interestingly, 246 MCF7-HIF1α-KO cells showed in normoxia significantly lower expression of both 247 compared with MCF7-WT and comparable to hypoxic MCF7-WT levels. Moreover, 248 hypoxia did not further decrease IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 levels at mRNA level ( figure 5C ).
249
This shows that HIF1α is unlikely to explain the downregulation in hypoxia, as IFNAR1 250 and IFNAR2 were lower without HIF1α, and they would be expected to be higher.
251
These data suggest a complex mechanism in which HIF1α has a basal role increasing 252 STAT1 and responsiveness to poly I:C, but the effect of hypoxia downregulating many 253 IFN genes persists. Finally, the hypoxia downregulation of IFN secretion is lost, implying 254 a role for HIF1α in this last step.
255
Some ISGs associated with chronic anti-viral response such MDA5, MX1 or STAT1 can 256 be transcribed by unphosphorylated STAT1, and this effect is driven by higher IRF9 257 expression (29). Both at mRNA and protein levels, MCF7-HIF1α-KO cells showed 258 higher IRF9 expression ( figure 5D ) associated with significantly higher ISG expression 259 even in hypoxia compared to MCF7-WT cells ( figure 5E ). 
287
In general and despite of the differences observed in these models, there is a partial role 288 of HIF1/2α in regulating some members of the pathway, but more importantly, it is clear 289 that there is a HIF1/2α-independent downregulation of the type I IFN pathway.
291
Type I IFN pathway is also downregulated in hypoxic areas in vivo 292 To confirm that hypoxic areas in vivo also showed lower expression of type I IFN 293 pathway, xenograft experiments were conducted using MCF7 and MDA-MB231 cells.
294
Avastin, a VEGF antagonist, was used to create tumour hypoxia by reducing 295 angiogenesis, as described previously (30-32). Immunohistochemistry was performed 296 using antibodies against IRF3, IRF7 and ADAR in 5 control and 5 avastin-treated mice To investigate how hypoxia may downregulate the type I IFN pathway independently of 308 HIF1α/HIF2α we performed ATAC-seq on MCF7 cells cultured for 48h in normoxia or 309 0.1% hypoxia. We found 5,577 peaks (7.4%) with differential accessibility ( figure 7A ).
310
Peaks showing increased accessibility during hypoxia (n = 2,439) were enriched for 311 promoters, whereas those with decreased accessibility (n = 3,138) tended to be intergenic or intronic ( figure 7B) , showing a switch in regulatory networks driving gene expression.
313
Consistent with HIF1/HIF2 driving an active hypoxia response, motif analysis showed 314 enrichment for HIF1 sites in distal peaks with increased accessibility ( figure 7C ).
315
Conversely, peaks with differential decreased accessibility showed higher levels of 316 STAT1, IRF3, FOXA1 and GATA3 motifs, than unchanged peaks. FOXA1 and GATA3 317 motifs were present more frequently in distal peaks with decreased accessibility and less 318 frequently present in peaks with differential increase accessibility. IRF3 motifs were 319 significantly less represented in peaks with increased accessibility both at promoters and 320 distal sites. STAT1 motifs only showed significantly less presence in increased accessible 
344
In both studies the immune infiltration increased when the hypoxic areas were reduced 345 using respiratory hyperoxia (34) or the hypoxia-activated prodrug TH-302 (35), 346 respectively.
347
We observed that the type I IFN downregulation in hypoxia is independent of HIF1α and levels generated during the metabolic switch to glycolysis occurring in hypoxia (38). As 357 lactate production requires HIF1α, this result could explain the partial effect we observed 358 in HIF1α-KO cells. However, the inhibitory effect seen in hypoxia needed 16h to be 359 significant and it could be a consequence of the HIF1α-independent general transcription 360 inhibition occurring during hypoxia that leads to 42% and 65% decrease in total RNA 361 transcription after 24h and 48h exposure to 0.2% hypoxia, respectively (39).
Apart from the transcriptional inhibition, translation blockade also occurs in hypoxia as 363 a quick and reversible mechanism upon reoxygenation via phosphorylation of eIF2α to 364 adapt to changing environmental conditions. This mechanism is also HIF1α-independent 365 and peaks after 2h in hypoxia but often recovers after 24 hours (40, 41) . 366 We investigated each step in the type I IFN pathway, from the sensors (RIG-I, MDA5), 367 transcription factors (IRF3, IRF7, STAT1), ISGs (MX1, ADAR) and interferon release, 368 and each stage was reduced under hypoxic conditions, although there was heterogeneity. 369 We therefore studied the chromatin accessibility in hypoxia related to these genes by 370 ATAC-Seq. Overall we found that 48h exposure to hypoxia led to global changes rather 371 than changes in specific pathways and only 7% of the type I IFN pathway were associated 372 with differentially accessible peaks. Interestingly, hypoxia caused decreased accessibility 373 at STAT1 and IRF3 containing promoters, suggesting lower transcription from those 374 genes but the downregulation and lower activation observed in hypoxia cannot be 375 explained only by this. However, a recent paper showed that 1h exposure to hypoxia with Bonferroni multiple test correction. D) Schematic representation of the hypoxia-dependent and HIF1α-independent mechanism by which hypoxia downregulates the type I IFN pathway.
